
Goal 16. Peace, justice and strong institutions.
«Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for 
sustainable development, provide access to 

justice for all and build effective, accountable 
and inclusive institutions at all levels».



Karazin University opened a space to provide support, 
education and development of children from IDP families

Karazin University, together with the charity

foundation "Voices of Children", has opened two

spaces for psycho-emotional support and leisure for

children from families of internally displaced persons.

These spaces are for those children whose families

moved to Kharkiv from the territories of Kharkiv region

liberated from the occupation and who needed help.

The university provides shelter to families who

have moved from the liberated territories, organizes

interesting events and celebrations so that little

Ukrainians do not lose their childhood because of the

war. The opening of this space for kids together with

the Voices of Children charity foundation is another

important step on the thorny path to ensuring a happy

Ukrainian future.
https://karazin.ua/en/news/u-nbsp-karazinskomu-vidkryly-prostir-dlia-

nbsp-pidtrymky-na/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/u-nbsp-karazinskomu-vidkryly-prostir-dlia-nbsp-pidtrymky-na/


Karazin scientists are among the winners of the 
"Science for the Reconstruction of Ukraine in War and 

Post-War Periods"

The National Research Foundation of Ukraine has completed the examination of the papers

submitted to the competition "Science for the Reconstruction of Ukraine in the War and Postwar

Periods". A total of 221 applications were submitted, and 67 works were announced as winners.

The absolute first place in the ranking was taken by the request of engineers and scientists of the

Institute of Plasma Physics of the National Science Center "Kharkiv Institute of Physics and

Technology" "Development and Implementation of Plasma Technologies for Low Temperature

Sterilization and Disinfection for Military and Civilian Medicine" (98.6 points out of 100 possible). Yulia

Volkova, a postgraduate student of the Institute of Physics and Technology, is also one of the authors of

the work. https://karazin.ua/en/news/karazintsi-nbsp-mdash-sered-peremozhtsiv-konkursu-nbsp-la/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/karazintsi-nbsp-mdash-sered-peremozhtsiv-konkursu-nbsp-la/


Karazin geographers featured in 
Times Higher Education

On February 25, the website of the British

magazine Times Higher Education, which specializes in

news and various aspects of higher education,

published an article about Karazin geographers

dedicated to the anniversary of the war in Ukraine.

The article describes the changes that have taken

place in higher education in our country in connection

with the full-scale invasion, in particular, the problems

faced by the natural sciences schools, for which field

practices are one of the prerequisites for successful

student training.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/karazinski-heohrafy-potrapyly-na-nbsp-storinky-times-higher/

The article is available here:

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/blog/pandemic-prepared-ukrainian-he-well-year-war

https://karazin.ua/en/news/karazinski-heohrafy-potrapyly-na-nbsp-storinky-times-higher/
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/blog/pandemic-prepared-ukrainian-he-well-year-war


International Scientific Congress "Public Administration of 
the XXI Century: Peculiarities of the War and Post-War 

Periods"

On April 27, 2023, the XXIII International
Scientific Congress "Public Administration of
the XXI Century: Peculiarities of the War and
Post-War Periods" was held at the Education
and Research Institute "Institute of Public
Administration".

This year, the topic of the congress
brought together representatives of Ukrainian
scientific schools from more than 30 leading
higher education institutions, scholars from
Germany, the United States of America,
Poland, Israel, Estonia, Serbia, as well as civil
servants, local government officials, and
representatives of public organizations.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/mizhnarodnyi-naukovyi-konhres-laquo-publichne-upravlinnia-k-1/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/mizhnarodnyi-naukovyi-konhres-laquo-publichne-upravlinnia-k-1/


Training on the basics of tactical medicine for 
soldiers of the Armed Forces of Ukraine

In May 2023, the instructors of the Karazin School

of Emergency and Tactical Medicine of the Center for

Postgraduate Medical Education of the School of

Medicine of Karazin University conducted a training

on the basics of tactical medicine for the military

personnel of one of the military units of the Armed

Forces of Ukraine at the place of temporary

deployment.

The training was conducted according to the

program of the international protocol "Tactical

Combat Casualty Care" (TCCC), developed by the

American National Association of Emergency Medical

Technicians (NAEMT, USA) and adopted as a

standard by most NATO countries.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/treninh-z-nbsp-osnov-taktychnoi-medytsyny-dlia-nbsp-voiniv-z/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/treninh-z-nbsp-osnov-taktychnoi-medytsyny-dlia-nbsp-voiniv-z/


Discussion on the Days of Scientific and International Partnership 
and Commemoration of the Crimean Tatar Genocide

Karazin University hosted an online discussion on the

occasion of the Days of Scientific and International Partnership and

Commemoration of the Crimean Tatar Genocide.

As part of the discussion, the Karazin University community

listened to the speeches of a Dutch historian, professor at the

Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies in Amsterdam, leading

researcher at the Netherlands Institute for War, Holocaust and

Genocide Studies, Professor Karel Berkhof, an American novelist,

journalist, literary translator, co-founder and co-editor of the

American literary magazine n+1, Keith Gissen, Professor of

Journalism at the Columbia University Graduate School of

Journalism; Philip Torreton, actor and writer; Robert Farley,

Professor of Diplomacy and Security at the University of Kentucky;

Matthew Polley, leading historian and scholar of Ukrainian and

Eastern European history at Michigan State University; and

Nicoleta Chinpoes, Professor at the University of Worcester (UK).

https://karazin.ua/en/news/dyskusiia-do-nbsp-dniv-naukovoho-ta-nbsp-mizhnarodnoho-partn/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/dyskusiia-do-nbsp-dniv-naukovoho-ta-nbsp-mizhnarodnoho-partn/


World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and 
Development

On May 21, 2023, many countries celebrate the World

Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development.

The holiday was established by a resolution of the UN

General Assembly and first celebrated in 2003. It gives us

the opportunity to realize the depth and diversity of national

culture not only in our country but also in other countries of

the world, to understand the importance of cultural exchange

and preservation of customs, traditions and heritage.

Cultural diversity is a driving force for development not

only in terms of economic growth, but also for a full

intellectual, emotional, moral and spiritual life. It is a valuable

asset that is a prerequisite for achieving sustainable

development of society.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vsesvitnii-den-kulturnoho-riznomanittia-v-nbsp-imia-dialohu/

Karazin University offers ample opportunities for development and dialogue between

representatives of different scientific disciplines, nationalities, countries, and research areas. We strive

to make the pluralism of cultures, through the establishment of a dialogue between them, our common

achievement.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vsesvitnii-den-kulturnoho-riznomanittia-v-nbsp-imia-dialohu/


Opening of the exhibition  
The War Is Not Over Yet

On May 30, the exhibition The War Is Not Over Yet, about

russian crimes against the media in Ukraine, was opened near the

northern building of Karazin University.

The event was organized by PEN Ukraine, Institute of Mass

Information, ZMINA Human Rights Center, National Museum of the

Revolution of Dignity, and Georgiy Gongadze Prize. Regional

partners in Kharkiv were V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University

and Kharkiv Media Hub.

The exhibition tells the story of Ukrainian and foreign journalists,

cameramen, photographers, and recorders who have been killed,

injured, or abducted since the beginning of russia's full-scale

invasion. At the same time, the exhibition is an expression of

gratitude to those journalists who continue to tell the truth about

russia's war against Ukraine, as well as a tribute to the memory of

the victims.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vidkryttia-vystavky-the-war-is-not-over-yet/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/vidkryttia-vystavky-the-war-is-not-over-yet/


Meeting with British and Canadian political 
scientist Taras Kuzio

On June 9, 2023, Karazin University hosted a

meeting with a well-known British and Canadian

political scientist of Ukrainian descent, Taras

Kuzio.

During the meeting, students and professors

discussed with the political scientist current

socio-political issues, interpretations of

narratives of Ukraine's history at different times

and talked about the alternative history of

russia's war against Ukraine. A meaningful and

lively discussion took place with the participation

of sociologists, political scientists, philosophers,

and Karazin University historians.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/zustrich-z-nbsp-brytanskym-i-nbsp-kanadskym-politolohom-tara/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/zustrich-z-nbsp-brytanskym-i-nbsp-kanadskym-politolohom-tara/


KHARKIV AND ZAPORIZHZHIA LAW SCHOOLS 
JOIN FORCES

On June 21, 2023, a Memorandum of Cooperation was signed between the

School of Law of V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University and the School of

Law of Zaporizhzhia National University.

The purpose of this Memorandum is to ensure the high quality of educational

and scientific activities and sustainable development of the Parties, as well as

the effective use of their material, technical and human resources. The

cooperation of the Parties includes, in particular, regular exchange of

information, scientific and educational materials, joint participation in the

development and implementation of educational programs, coordination of

activities, implementation of joint educational and research projects and

programs, organization and holding of joint scientific and practical conferences

and other scientific events.

http://law.karazin.ua/news/306-harkIvska-I-zaporIzka-pravnichI-shkoli-ob%E2%80%99Ednuyut-svoI-zusillya

http://law.karazin.ua/news/306-harkIvska-I-zaporIzka-pravnichI-shkoli-ob%E2%80%99Ednuyut-svoI-zusillya


KHARKIV AND UZHHOROD LAW SCHOOLS SIGN 
MEMORANDUM OF COOPERATION

On June 26, 2023, a Memorandum of Cooperation was signed between the

School of Law of V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University and the School of

Law of Uzhhorod National University. During the years of independence, the

Kharkiv and Uzhhorod law schools have developed strong and multilateral

relations, which are a clear indication of the unity and deep patriotism of the

national academic community. Now these relations are documented.

http://law.karazin.ua/news/320-harkIvska-y-ujgorodska-pravnichI-shkoli-uklali--memorandum-pro-spIvrobItnitstvo

http://law.karazin.ua/news/320-harkIvska-y-ujgorodska-pravnichI-shkoli-uklali--memorandum-pro-spIvrobItnitstvo


Signing the Memorandum of Cooperation between the University 
and the Consortium of Veterans' Organizations of the East

The Consortium of Eastern Veterans' Organizations and Karazin University

have signed a Memorandum of Cooperation. Priority areas of cooperation include

educational programs for ex-combatants and veterans, joint rehabilitation

programs, and projects on scientific, educational, cultural, and outreach activities.

https://karazin.ua/en/news/pidpysannia-memorandumu-pro-spivpratsiu-universytetu-z-hs-l/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/pidpysannia-memorandumu-pro-spivpratsiu-universytetu-z-hs-l/


Week of Independence at Karazin University

Today, more than ever, we understand the importance of talking about history, as our country defends its independence with
arms in hand. According to the organisers of the event, as part of Independence Week, the lecturers and participants
commemorate our predecessors who made a significant contribution to the history of Ukraine, particularly in the Kharkiv region.

Maryna Hryhorieva, a historian, translator, curator of the excursion project "Discover Karazin University", head of the
international ratings department of the Karazin University Public Relations Centre, and an expert in the history of university
education, museum studies, and translation studies, started the week's equator. The lecturer spoke on the topic "Only to fight is to
live": Reflections on the University's Mission in Times of War".

During the lecture, it was said that the war for freedom has always been fought in university classrooms, and the university has
always been and remains a carrier of various scientific, cultural ideas and European democratic values.

Now, during a full-scale war, the idea of a university is much broader than "just teaching". The university must shape the policy
of memory so that each of the fallen soldiers remains in history. The Week of independence ended with two events at the
University Museum of Archaeology. Kostiantyn Pelyashenko gave the guests a tour of the Archaeological Research of Karazin
University Scientists in the Period of Independent Ukraine.https://karazin.ua/en/news/tyzhden-nezalezhnosti-v-nbsp-karazinskomu-universyteti/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/tyzhden-nezalezhnosti-v-nbsp-karazinskomu-universyteti/


International Day of Peace

On 21 September, the world celebrates the Day of Peace, established by a UN General Assembly resolution

in 1982.

On 21 September 2023, Karazinites in Kharkiv woke up due to the explosions. Due to the missiles fired by

russia. In the "morning of peace", Ukrainians in Kyiv, Khmelnytskyi, Rivne, Cherkasy, and Lviv woke up due to

the explosions as well.

3501 days have passed since the annexation of Crimea. 3501 days without peace for Ukraine. While the

whole world celebrates the Day of Peace, Ukraine has been fighting for this peace every second for 9 years

now, not only for itself but for the whole Europe. The price of peace is too high. On this day, the Karazin

community honours each and every one of those who stand in defence of Ukraine. Thank you for these titanic

efforts. Peace in the world is possible when no one stands aside in the struggle for justice and freedom, when

the world finally chooses the side of light. https://karazin.ua/en/news/den-myru/

https://karazin.ua/en/news/den-myru/

